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A Letter from our Editor
If you’re wondering about what’s going on at West Virginia University, 
there’s a story in this issue for you. 

The new Reynolds Hall promises to reinvent the way we teach and 
learn by expanding spaces along with minds. The School of Public 
Health is celebrating a decade of education and community service. 
From research about safe workplaces to mindfulness and climate 
change to smoking cessation, the work they do there can improve 
the lives of everyone in the state. It’s been 50 years since Title IX 
guaranteed women a place in athletics and other rights on college 
campuses. You can read about how WVU has evolved to ensure 
women have a seat at every table.  

A member of the color guard spends minutes on the field at every 
home football game, but you’ll learn about the hours of work it 
takes to get ready for that performance. WVU Extension has the 
results of a statewide survey asking about what needs residents 
have. This comprehensive look at the issues facing West Virginia 
communities promises plans to address everything from career 
readiness preparation for students to ways to mitigate natural 
disasters and programs that promote healthier lifestyles. 

And you’ll meet the founding dean of the College of Applied Human 
Sciences, get a peek at the new Pride of West Virginia practice facility 
and read about two alums who have created their own businesses. 

This issue is my first as executive editor. I’m not new to editing or 
publishing, but the WVU Magazine is an exciting new proposition 
for me. According to an assessment I took last year, my number-one 
strength is connectedness. Imagine how exciting it is to shepherd 
the production of something that connects Mountaineers across 
thousands of miles and perhaps half a dozen generations. We hope 
it makes you remember your days here, and we hope you’ll share it 
with the next generation of Mountaineers, as well. 

Whatever emotions the stories in this magazine bring to you, indulge 
yourself in the words written by people from all over campus, the 
photos and art by our talented creative crew and the pages that tell 
you what’s happening here at West Virginia University. 

Let’s Go! 

Pamela Pritt
Editor
pepritt@mail.wvu.edu

OUR MISSION
WVU Magazine tells the stories of a great public university and the 
people it serves. The magazine captures the local-to-global impact 
of our campus thought leaders and serves as a trusted source 
for information and insights into our land-grant mission. The 
stories reflect the complexity and diversity of our Mountaineer 
family and aim to deepen our connection to one another and the 
University. We illuminate the achievements of alumni, faculty, 
staff and students, and we remind readers what they love about 
being Mountaineers.

Gee-ism
[gee iz-uh m]
noun 
1.  An inspirational, poignant  

or humorous quotation from 
West Virginia University 
President E. Gordon Gee

2.  A distinctive doctrine,  
theory, system or practice  
of E. Gordon Gee

examples of Gee-ism

“ As we explore what 
it means to be a 
university of higher 
purpose, we need to 
remember that it is an 
ever-evolving journey.”

“ You must persevere  
to succeed.”

“ Out of all the places 
I’ve served, there is 
no university more 
beloved by the people 
that support us than 
this institution.”

President E. Gordon Gee attends 
the Marmaduke Dent Benefit at  
the Erickson Alumni Center in 
September 2022.

DAVID RYAN
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75 Years  
of Mountaineer Week

WVU celebrated Mountaineer Week with a full 
schedule of events both traditional and new. The 
Beard Growing Contest and Axe Throwing, Wild and 
Wonderful Women Writers and the Appalachian lore 
around Witchy Women, were capped off by the Arts 

and Craft Fair and the ever-popular Quilt Show. 

Copyright 2022 by West Virginia University. Brief excerpts of 
articles in this publication may be reprinted without a request 
for permission if WVU Magazine is acknowledged in print as the 
source. Contact the editor for permission to reprint entire articles.

WVU Magazine is published triannually for alumni, friends and 
other supporters of WVU. The magazine is produced by WVU 
University Relations in cooperation with the WVU Alumni 
Association.

The WVU Board of Governors is the governing body of WVU. The 
Higher Education Policy Commission in West Virginia is responsible 
for developing, establishing and overseeing the implementation of a 
public policy agenda for the state’s four-year colleges and universities.

WVU is an EEO/Affirmative Action Employer. Underrepresented 
class members are encouraged to apply. This includes: minorities, 
females, individuals with disabilities and veterans.

Pre-Med 
and more.

WVU School of Medicine degrees prepare you for 
advanced degrees in medicine, dentistry, veterinary 
medicine, physician assistant, physical and occupational 
therapy and many more graduate programs as well as 
immediate employment after graduation.

medicine.wvu.edu/students

Undergraduate Programs

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Delay, prevent or 
alleviate chronic disease 
in patients through 
hands-on learning and 
research.

BIOMEDICAL 
LABORATORY 
DIAGNOSTICS

Become a disease 
detective that works in 
pathology, forensics and 
related lab settings.

IMMUNOLOGY AND 
MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY

Study infectious 
diseases and participate 
in cutting-edge 
biomedical research.

HEALTH INFORMATICS 
AND INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT

Use technology 
to unlock diverse 
opportunities in a variety 
of healthcare settings.

COMMUNICATION 
SCIENCES AND 
DISORDERS

Learn the anatomy and 
physiology of speech 
and hearing.

Graduate Programs

Exercise Physiology 
(MS/PHD)
Athletic Training (MS)
Pathologists’ Assistant 
(MHS)
Physician Assistant 
Studies (MHS)
Medical Laboratory 
Science (MS)

Physical Therapy 
(DPT)
Occupational Therapy 
(MOT/OTD)
Speech Language 
Pathology (MS)
Audiology (AUD)

“We all sure love West Virginia, 
particularly our Mountaineers. 

We have a watch party for every 
football game. When it’s game 

day, everyone knows it.”                

- Susie Orders,
resident & WVU graduate

   

DISCOVER A REAL  
CULTURE OF COMMUNITY 
AT EDGEWOOD SUMMIT.   
AND MEET FELLOW WVU FANS LIKE YOURSELF.

As Charleston’s only locally owned, nonprofit retirement 
community, our roots in the local community and culture 
run deep. So, it’s no surprise that many residents of 
Edgewood Summit are also West Virginia University  
alumni — and Mountaineer fanatics.  

Game day fun is just the start of how a true sense of 
community, connection, and fun are ingrained in every 
aspect of our lifestyle at Edgewood Summit.

JOIN IN ON THE FUN. 
Call us today at 304.346.2323 to schedule your personal 
appointment and see the enriching retirement lifestyle that’s 
waiting for you here.

300 Baker Lane, Charleston, WV 25302

mailto:wvumag@mail.wvu.edu
mailto:info@wvuf.org
mailto:alumni@mail.wvu.edu
mailto:wvumag@mail.wvu.edu
http://www.magazine.wvu.edu
http://www.wvutoday.wvu.edu
http://www.medicine.wvu.edu/students
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Matter of Fact

IT’S ALIVE
A team of WVU researchers may have found 830-million-year-old 
microorganisms that are still alive and kicking. The teeny critters 
were found in old salt crystals, or ancient halite, from central 
Australia. The study, conducted by Sara Schreder-Gomes, Kathleen 
Benison and Jeremiah Bernau, may also have implications for the 
search for life on other planets, such as Mars, as it shows that 
microorganisms can be preserved for millions of years. 

NEW AD
Wren Baker has been named WVU’s new 
vice president and director of Inter Collegiate 
Athletics. Baker hails from the University of 
North Texas and brings more than 20 years 
of experience to the job in Morgantown. He  
will have oversight of 18 varsity sports, a 
department budget of more than $90 million, 
approximately 250 employees and nearly 500 
student-athletes.

SHARENTING
Sharing on social media is a 
natural desire, but there are risks 
for children as parents post their 
photos for the world to see. 
Associate Marketing Professor 
Laurel Cook has researched 
sharing personal information — 
or “sharenting” — and the risks 
that come with it, including 
leaving children vulnerable to 
online predators.

APPLYING 
STEM
Ugur Kale, associate professor in the College of Applied Human 
Sciences, plans to change the traditional elementary classroom by 
using, not just teaching, computer science. By spring 2023 Kale 
will launch a teacher training program for instruction in coding and 
computational approaches; students will learn about food access by 
creating their own game simulations.

FUTURE SUSTAINABILITY
Former Mine Lands to Sustainable Lands is a program created to make areas previously reliant on coal more sustainable in the 
future. With support from WVU, the Coalfield Development Corporation is helping the state create a thriving economy with solar, 
wind or geothermal generation, energy storage, agro-forestry, healthy food production, eco-tourism and outdoor recreation.

PROTECTING 
THE GRID
Using the aDaptioN software he created, Anurag Srivastava, professor in 
the Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources, is researching 
how a power grid crisis can be prevented. aDaptioN will allow the 
grid to make its own decisions in response to outages, isolating and 
quarantining problem areas and preventing them from spreading chaos.

BETTER 
BREATHING
The National Institutes of Health awarded WVU $1.7 million for a 
toxicology training program like no other. It will determine how toxicants 
can harm a community’s health; over five years, WVU doctoral students 
with collect air samples to test. Toxicologists hope to understand the 
effects of toxicants in the environment.

NEAL MUSEUM 
DEDICATION
WVU Health Sciences and West Virginia University Libraries dedicated the 
William A. Neal Museum of the Health Sciences in October. Neal was a 
pediatric cardiologist and a distinguished alumnus of the WVU School of 
Medicine. The museum recognizes his hard work, dedication and passion 
for sharing with the world West Virginia’s contributions to health care.
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Matter of Fact

SUPPORTING 
FUTURE M.D.S
David and Dr. Jo Ann Goldbaugh Shaw have gifted more than $2 million to WVU to expand 
health and well-being resources, providing aid for student-athletes and more. David graduated 
from the WVU School of Pharmacy in 1986, the same year Jo Ann earned her medical 
degree from WVU. A portion of their gift bolsters the Jo Ann Goldbaugh Shaw, M.D., Medical 
Scholarship, which supports four medical students from West Virginia. Their gift also 
supports the Shaw STEPS Center and ultrasound rooms at WVU Medicine Children’s.

NO SMOKING
Around 480,000 deaths occur annually in the U.S. due to smoking. Peter Giacobbi, a professor in the College of Applied Human 
Sciences and a member of the School of Public Health, is collaborating with others around the country to launch the Be Smoke 
Free project. Over the next three years, 1,200 smokers will participate in six weeks of communication via phone and text and 
receive four weeks of nicotine patches or lozenges at no cost. Of the participants, 400 will be from West Virginia since our state 
has one of the highest rates of tobacco usage in the nation.

RUBY
FELLOWS
Cameron Wilson, Ashley Martsen, Courtney Glenn 
and Quinn Hopen are this year’s Ruby Fellows, 
earning the honor for their promising research as 
they pursue doctoral degrees. Ruby Fellows receive a 
$34,000 stipend and a $2,000 travel grant and tuition 
waiver. The Hazel Ruby McQuain Charitable Trust 
allows students to continue their research at WVU to 
benefit people around the world.

RED SPRUCE 
THREATENED
Donald Brown and James Thompson, researchers in the Davis College of 
Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design, are studying the threats red spruce 
forests face from warming temperatures and dwindling ecosystems. Only 
10% of West Virginia’s historic red spruce population remains due to climate 
change. The trees need cooler, wetter climes and as the Earth warms, red spruce 
ecosystems are confined to the highest ridges in the Appalachians.

BY THE NUMBERS

SMASHING 
PUMPKINS
The Benjamin M. Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources 
resumed its popular Pumpkin Drop this year after a two-year hiatus.  
This year’s winner was Homeschool Team 15. 

$30,000
RAISED FOR RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE CHARITIES SINCE 2011. 

 
$10 ENTRY FEE 30+ YEARS | SINCE 1988

391TEAMS IN 2016   250+ TEAMS IN 2022

3,269
PUMPKINS DROPPED SINCE 2009

11
STORY DROP

POUND
50 

 WEIGHT 
LIMIT

10 
INCHES IN 
DIAMETER

OUT OF 250+ ENTRIES,ONLY16 SURVIVED THE FALL.  

QUOTE SOLO

“ If you have any kind of talent, whether it’s 
math, athletics or something else, you deserve 
opportunities to develop your potential.” 

— C arla Brigandi, associate professor, 
WVU College of Applied Human Sciences
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Innovation at Work
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TICKED OFF
A team led by a biomedical engineering researcher hopes to ramp up and 
reimagine how medical professionals diagnose tick-borne infections such as Lyme 
disease. Using an integrated multimodal sensing system, Soumya Srivastava is 
developing a tool and a machine-learning algorithm to detect tick-borne diseases. 
Simply put, tick-borne infections can be detected on a single chip from a blood 
sample. Most existing tests can only identify infections up to six weeks after a 
tick bite. Srivastava’s tool aims to detect disease within one to two weeks. “Tick-
borne disease can lead to serious morbidity and mortality, and it has increased 
significantly in the last 15-20 years in the U.S.,” she said. “This project will create a 
rapid, sensitive and label-free diagnostic tool to improve early detection.”

PLANTING 
FOR STEM
Students across the Mountain State 
will simulate growing crops on the 
moon and learn, through hands-
on experiments, about NASA’s 
Artemis mission, thanks to funding 
secured by the NASA West Virginia 
Space Grant Consortium housed 
at WVU. NASA’s Plant the Moon 
Challenge is a teacher-led student 
global science experiment and 
project-based learning challenge to 
see who can grow the best crops 
using lunar regolith (loose rock and 
dust that sits on a layer of bedrock) 
simulant. “Sixty-eight teams from 
schools and organizations serving 
diverse populations of traditionally 
underserved and underrepresented 
middle and high school students in 
West Virginia will get to participate,” 
said Melanie Page, director of the 
NASA West Virginia Space Grant 
Consortium. “Our students will 
not only compete in the challenge 
statewide but will also compete with 
others across the nation.”

SIFTING  
THROUGH SMOKE
Researchers with the School of 
Medicine and Davis College of 
Agriculture, Natural Resources and 
Design are studying how inhaling 
emissions from military burn pits 
could lead to serious health problems 
in veterans. The project, led by 
Timothy Nurkiewicz, director of 
the WVU Inhalation Facility, uses a 
special stove to safely recreate the 
conditions of burn pit exposure and 
study their health effects. Pellets 
composed of samples of “sand and 
ash collected from the busiest bases 
in Iraq” are fed into the stove and 
ignited by jet fuel, an important 
detail because soldiers use jet fuel 
as a main accelerant for burn pits. 
As the pellets burn, researchers will 
capture the emissions they release 
and analyze the toxicants they 
contain in real time. The project is 
a collaboration with the National 
Guard, Minneapolis Veterans Affairs 
and Northwestern University.

NEW  
LIFE
Life doesn’t have to end for discarded 
electronics. Terence Musho, associate 
professor of mechanical and aero-
space engineering in the Benjamin 
M. Statler College of Engineering and
Mineral Resources, is leading a project
that resurrects discarded electronics,
recycles electronic waste and re-
covers minerals from it to make new
products critical for national defense.
Musho, working alongside Statler Pro-
fessor Edward Sabolsky, was award-
ed more than $250,000 from the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency at the U.S. Department of
Defense. Most current e-waste heads
to landfills; in an effort to change that,
the DOD has focused on recovering
seven specific elements from the
waste, chief among them gallium, in-
dium and tantalum. Musho will guide
their experiments, using computation-
al thermodynamics to simulate the
mineral recovery process. Sabolsky
will validate the simulations to prove
the process works in practice.

CUE
COUNTRY
ROADS
Nothing connects us 
more than our favorite 
WVU traditions.

Join the tradition of being a  
WVU Alumni Association member today:
alumni.wvu.edu/membership

http://www.alumni.wvu.edu/membership
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E X C E E D I N G

THE VISION
 R E Y N O L D S  H A L L TO  R E VO LU T I O N I Z E  WO R K A N D  P L AY

WRITTEN BY JAKE STUMP
PHOTOGRAPHED BY JENNIFER SHEPHARD, BRIAN PERSINGER, 

 DAVE RYAN  AND ANDREW MARVIN

Gazing through the vast floor-to-
ceiling windows overlooking the 
Monongahela River from the 

building bearing his name, Bob Reynolds, 
BS ’74, reflects on his days as a West 
Virginia University student.

 “Over there used to be the Blue and 
Gold Restaurant,” said the dapper, financial 
industry icon as he pointed to Beechurst 
Avenue. “A mom and son ran it and I ate 
lunch there every day.”

 His memories shifted to the former 
Acropolis (or Nick’s Canteen), Thursday 
night and Friday “socials” and then back to 
the very spot he was standing.

 “I took phys ed classes here my freshman 
year,” said Reynolds, president and CEO 
of Putnam Investments, one of the oldest 
mutual fund companies in the United 
States. He’s been regarded as “the father of 
the 401(k).” “Even before I came to college, 
growing up in Clarksburg, we’d go to a lot of 
basketball games.”

 For Mountaineers of yesteryear, 
Stansbury Hall, which opened in 1929 
as the WVU Field House, resonates. It 
served as the home to WVU basketball 
and showcased the hoops wizardry of 
legends like Jerry West and “Hot Rod” 
Hundley until 1970.

 But the time to transform the landmark 
began in 2017, when Reynolds and his wife 
Laura jumpstarted efforts to replace Stansbury 
Hall with a futuristic, innovative business 
school complex with a $10 million gift.

 That contribution, however, came with 
a caveat: Reynolds wanted West’s blessing 
before proceeding with the vision.

 “When they identified the old Field 
House as the site for a new school, I loved 
the concept,” Reynolds said. “But I wanted 
Jerry West to tell me it’s OK. That building 
meant so much to so many West Virginians. 
He came back and said, ‘You need to move 
on. The future is what we need to be focused 
on. There are a lot of great memories there 
but we need to create new memories.’”

 Reynolds is carrying on that sentiment.
 While he reminisced about the hot 

hangout spots of the early 1970s, he 
displayed a keener eagerness for what will 
unfold from Reynolds Hall, new home 
to the Chambers College of Business and 
Economics, and its impact on the state and 
the business leaders of tomorrow.
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Benefactors Bob and Laura Reynolds pioneered the new facility 
to break the mold of the traditional business classroom that 
Bob learned in during his time as a Finance major at WVU.

 “ MY VISION OF A NEW BUILDING 
WAS MORE DRAMATIC. IT HAD 
TO MAKE A REAL STATEMENT 
BECAUSE BUSINESSES COME TO 
COLLEGES TO RECRUIT.”

— BOB REYNOLDS

THE SIZZLE BEHIND THE STEAK
To facilitate a revolution in business 
learning, space is key. Reynolds pulls no 
punches on the previous sites for the 
business school.

 “The old building was not conducive to 
collaboration and getting people together,” 
he said. “When I was in business school, 
it was at Armstrong Hall. There was no 
collaboration space there, either. Everyone 
went to the Mountainlair.

 “My vision of a new building was more 
dramatic. It had to make a real statement 
because businesses come to colleges to recruit.”

 The new 86,000-square-foot complex, 
officially opened in August 2022, features 
experiential-learning classrooms, a real-
time stock ticker, computer labs, a 300-seat 
auditorium, an inviting atrium, 50 study 
rooms, a café and dining area, green space, 
a fitness center and a social stairwell 
modeled after one at Google headquarters. 

The stairwell doubles as a seating area 
where students can study or socialize and 
collaborate with others.

 High-tech, hands-on learning spaces 
include the Wehrle Global Supply Chain 
Lab, Roll Capital Markets Lab and labs 
devoted to social media and marketing, 
data analytics and cybersecurity. Within 
those labs, faculty will work directly with 
students in using cutting-edge technology 
for projects and research.

 How does all that sound for innovative 
and collaborative space?

 “I’ve toured the building under various 
stages of its construction,” Reynolds said. 
“But when I went in after it opened, what 
set it off for me was seeing the students. It 
exceeded every vision I had. You walk in 
the door and there’s so much activity going 
on. It’s not just an academic building with 
classrooms. You can tell it’ll be a special 
place for a long time.”

 Having lived and worked in major 
cities such as Charlotte and Boston, 
Reynolds knows what a thriving business 
community can do to a region. He strongly 
believes the complex will give a shot-in-
the-arm to the area.

 “A common thread through great 
business regions is that they all have great 
business schools around them,” he said. 
“This school can play an integral part in 
the future of the state. It’s something that 
will benefit the state of West Virginia for 
generations to come.”

TRAINING GROUND
Reynolds Hall has the potential to reach 
beyond the borders of West Virginia. In 
fact, it already has.

 Alexsa Ruiz is primed to be a success 
story emerging from the reinvented college. 
A management information systems senior 
from Weehawken, N.J., Ruiz got to meet 

the namesakes of Reynolds Hall during 
the grand opening ceremony. She also got 
to speak at the event in front of a crowded 
lobby in the seven-story building.

 Ruiz has already racked up an impressive 
resume in her time here. She worked as a 
summer intern with Ernst & Young – one 
of the Big Four accounting firms – in its 
New York City office. She’s also involved in 
many Chambers College initiatives such as 
serving as an ambassador and peer career 
coach and mentor to other students.

 Not only does Reynolds Hall provide 
space that’s more conducive to learning but 
also for making connections outside the 
classroom. The building hosts a recruiter 
lounge and interview rooms where students 
can meet with top employers.

 “Students like me will now have those 
in-person interactions that I missed out on 
in my interview process,” Ruiz said. “Grades 
are important, of course, but learning how 
to face the competitive business world 
and making connections outside of the 
classroom are tools that will last a lifetime.”

 For Ruiz, she’s taken pleasure in working 
in the data analytics lab and believes 
each student will have their own favorite 
learning lab in the building.

 “The new building is a chance for every 
single student to find their niche,” said 
Ruiz, who’s also minoring in data analytics. 
“For me, I am most excited to utilize the 
data analytics lab because I will get a 
chance to collaborate with my fellow peers 
to solve real-world problems to help us 
excel in the workforce.

 “Everyone has a different learning style, 
and I believe that Reynolds Hall will help 
those that need face-to-face interactions and 
hands-on learning experiences like myself.” 

LAB WORK – AND PLAY
When trying to engage young people with 
hands-on learning experiences, there may 
be no better way than how John Saldanha 
describes the Werhle Global Supply Chain 
Lab, which he leads.

 He calls it the Minecraft of global 
supply chain studies.

 Just like the mega-popular video game, 
in which players explore a 3D world with 
virtually infinite terrain, the lab will offer 
an immersive digital environment for 

Chambers College student ambassador, Alexsa Ruiz, addresses attendees at the Reynolds Hall grand opening.
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novel interactions. But these interactions 
will lead to real-world implications in 
global supply chain management, the 
distribution of goods and services through 
a worldwide network.

“It will operate as a working space 
where students have the opportunity to 
build and see virtual reality content,” 
said Saldanha, Sears chair in global 
supply chain management and associate 
professor. “It will be a sandbox for 
students to try out ideas. Think of it as a 
Minecraft for supply chain studies.”

 Saldanha hopes the lab will equip 
students with the skills to understand a 
digitally-enabled supply chain through VR.

 “Let’s take the example of a soft drink. You 
have the bottle, the label and the ingredients 
that go into it like sugar and water, and so 
on,” he said. “You also have to consider the 
plant, the bottle supplier, where the water 
comes from and modes of transportation. 
Now, on a tabletop and through experiential 
learning, students can configure and better 
understand the connections and how global 
supply chain works.”

 Outside of scheduled class times, Saldanha 
foresees students using the space to create 
and develop supply chain concepts. It will 
also benefit faculty, who will use the lab to 
work with other schools and colleges on 
collaborative projects. 

WHERE THE FUTURE  
NEVER ENDS
These business education marvels tucked 
inside a waterfront complex spawned from 
an idea “to do something” in the mind of 
Reynolds while he served as a national co-
chair of a University fundraising campaign 
in the early 2010s.

 “Verl Purdy (managing partner of 
Cadrillion Capital) and I headed that capital 
campaign and we each decided we’d make 
a gift to make a statement,” Reynolds said. 
“I considered contributing to Athletics but 
I knew a lot of people already did that. The 
business school, however, was very special 
to me. It was a good part of my life.”

WVU students are finding 
their place in Reynolds 
Hall’s innovative spaces that 
were designed to promote 
creativity and collaboration.

 Eventually, the thought of tapping 
into the Monongahela riverfront, which 
Reynolds called “the most unused real 
estate on campus,” entered the discussion.

 “My eyes got big,” said Reynolds, 
remembering those initial conversations.

 WVU President Gordon Gee had 
the honor of announcing the initial gift 
from Reynolds and his wife in 2017. 
Fast forward five years and Gee touted 
the potential brewing from within the 
building’s walls at the opening ceremony.

internships and job placement,” Gee said.

 “Its labs and learning tools will also 
forge new synergies between industry 
and academia, creating engagement 
opportunities for our students that lead to 

“Bob Reynolds has always been a driving 
force for innovation in the mutual fund 
industry, and it is fitting that he and his 
wife Laura have brought such a catalyst for 
innovation to life on our campus.”

 Despite the culmination of nearly a 
decade – from brainstorming ideas to the 
completion of Reynolds Hall – coming 
together as its doors opened, progress has 
not halted. Milan Puskar Dean Josh Hall, 
who helped shepherd Reynolds Hall to the 
finish line, said the building’s completion 
only signifies a beginning, not an end.

college, our campus and the state of West 
Virginia,” Hall said. “It will pave the way 
for our students to make their marks on the 
world in ways that only Mountaineers can.”

 “Reynolds Hall is more than bricks and 
mortar: it is a shining beacon of hope for our 

 And unlike traditional buildings that go 
up and need to be remodeled and renovated 
a few years down the line, Reynolds believes 
Reynolds Hall will be adaptable to changing 
trends in the future.

 “What I love about it is that it’s built 
in 2022, but 10 years from now this can 
be a brand-new school because of the 
flexibility of how it was built,” Reynolds 
said. “It’s focused on innovation and 
entrepreneurship. This has staying power. 
This is the beginning of something.” 
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P erhaps nothing is so simultaneously inspiring and frightening 
to any creator as a blank slate, like the one presented a decade 
ago to the faculty and staff of the WVU School of Public 

Health — the go-ahead to develop a new college to train the next 
generation of professionals who protect us and our environment.

 “There was no playbook, no institutional template for how you 
start a new school,” Dr. Jeff Coben said. “We really began with very 
little direction for how we were going to build this thing — other 
than we knew for accreditation purposes we had to have a certain 
number of faculty and a certain number of departments. Everything 
else was ‘how do we do this?’”

 Details were one thing, but what would make this new offshoot 
of the WVU School of Medicine unique among already-established 
schools across the country? The answer, Coben said, lay not in 
programs or even faculty, but in student experience. 

 That, he said, WVU can provide in spades. 
 “The partnerships we have, and the experiential learning 

opportunities that students can get within our school, our emphasis 
on Appalachia, West Virginia and rural populations — that is one 
of the things that I think is important, and clearly distinguishes us 
from the vast majority of other schools of public health,” Coben said. 

 It’s that outward-facing direction that is important to Dr. Clay 
Marsh, chancellor and executive dean, WVU Health Sciences, who 
said the School of Public Health has played a vital role in fulfilling 
WVU’s land-grant mission through practice-based learning, 
innovative research and community partnerships to improve the 
future for West Virginians. 

 “Students and faculty alike are developing solutions with local 
impact and global significance that address complex public health 
issues and transform lives,” Marsh said.

 Not only is the School of Public Health embedded within 
a health sciences center where students can work with other 
students in healthcare professions, they also have access to the 
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health and the 
Monongalia County Health Department within walking distance. 

 “I don’t think there’s any other institution in the country that 
has those kinds of resources available,” Coben said. 

 Since its founding, researchers have delved into ways to 
reduce teen smoking, the effect of childhood trauma on adult 
mental health, why some communities are less healthy than 
others and additional health issues rampant in the state, as well 
as climate change that affects the world. 

Where there’s smoke 
Geri Dino is the director of WVU’s Prevention Research Center. 
Competitively funded by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, the WVPRC and Dino have been involved in work “near 
and dear to her heart” for almost 25 years. Clearly not risk averse, 
Dino left a tenure-track job, took a salary cut and came to WVU “to do 
something different” in 1995. That something was to address tobacco 
use, particularly with youth. A trained psychologist, she had never done 
research in tobacco use, never worked in public health community 
engagement. She freely admits there was a lot she didn’t know.
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LEADING THROUGH UNCERTAINTY
W hen Dr. Jeff Coben looks back on the last few years, 

knowing then what he knows now about the novel 
coronavirus would have been valuable. But the dean of West 
Virginia University’s School of Public Health knew two things 
going into the chasm of the fast-spreading virus that killed 
millions, left others with long-term chronic symptoms and became 
a flashpoint of political division. 

The tenets for treating a pandemic are long-established 
protocols and people have to be met where they are. 

Coben, whose medical career spans 34 years, including the last 18 
at WVU, became senior adviser to Dr. Clay Marsh, who stepped into 
a statewide leadership role for West Virginia during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Coben, too, was in on the initial gathering to formulate 
a statewide response, and while almost everyone at WVU Health 
Sciences pitched in to keep the schools and the WVU Hospitals 
running, Coben was tapped to lead the University-wide plan. 

That meant strategic planning for day-to-day operations, and 
mustering the considerable expertise at the School of Public 
Health to both devise and implement procedures. 

“We’re the School of Public Health; that’s what we do,” 
Coben said. “We were one of the very first universities to 
launch a training program for contact tracing (and) one of our 
faculty members, Diane Gross, really served as the regional 
epidemiologist for the Mon(ongalia) Health Department and in 
that capacity she was working directly with the state.” 

Many School of Public Health faculty members were thrust into 
practical applications of their professions, from fit-testing for N95 
masks for people who were decontaminating buildings or moving 
potentially infected people from one location to another for 
isolation or quarantine and on to setting up a data dashboard that 
showed people where to get tested and where to get a vaccine. 

As the state, country and world watched the evolution of the 
science behind how to fight a new virus, one with a seemingly 
endless list of symptoms — or none at all — that could spread so 
quickly that even people who weren’t sick could carry a highly 
contagious viral load, a virus so deadly that highly-populated areas 
were placing the dead in refrigerated trucks, Coben and his team 
relied on what they knew best.

“The question was how best to approach it in different settings. 
What I learned in the process was that being part of a team, being 
part of a larger effort, means you have to first seek to understand 
then seek to be understood,” Coben recalled. “I had to spend a lot 
of time listening — what other leaders were concerned about, what 
they were hearing from different constituents of the University.” 

The quiet-spoken Coben said it was important for him 
to express best practices from a public health and medical 
perspective, but it was also important for him to understand the 
range of concerns about implementing those practices, everything 
from financial concerns to personal freedoms and restrictions. 

Although feeling the “push and pull” of his medical colleagues 
who wanted mandates for closure or masks or vaccines, Coben 
chose to not be dogmatic but to stay at the table to accomplish what 
he could to keep WVU’s students, faculty and staff safe. Had he not 
been there to guide the protocols that were implemented, Coben 
said the outcomes may have been very different. 

“Still, to my knowledge, there hasn’t been a single fatality amongst 
any University employee or student from COVID, at least during the 
school year, as we monitored it,” Coben said. “And I think that is just a 
great success; I think that’s something we ought to be really proud of.” 

Coben said one of the things that COVID revealed is that over 
the years — and not just in West Virginia, but throughout the 
nation — there has been a weakening of the public health system, 
the public health infrastructure. In other words, when people are 
healthy and there’s no imminent, detectable health threat, people 
forget about public health. 

“It’s easy to cut budgets (then). And when budgets get cut, 
then people get cut and when people get cut, services get cut, and 
you end up in a situation where you have very small local health 
departments that serve the entire population of the country and 
that doesn’t work,” Coben said. “Public health threats are going to 
continue whether it’s COVID, or monkeypox or another infectious 
disease and it could be climate change or water pollution. 

“If anything, they’re only going to continue and escalate over the 
years, so we can’t try to address public health on an episodic basis. 
We have to have a sustained infrastructure development, develop 
the public health workforce and we have to continually have some 
important level of investment in public health in order to keep all of 
us safe and healthy for the future.” 

DR. JEFF COBEN

GERI DINO BRITTANY SMITH

 “What I did know was what I wanted 
to do at that point in my life was make a 
difference,” she said. 

 If it wasn’t her expertise that made the 
hiring committee take a chance on her, 
perhaps it was Dino’s passion and energy — 
or maybe it was her clear desire to make a 
difference in a world relatively unknown to 
her. Whatever stars aligned to bring Dino to 
WVU, they’ve continued to deliver. Through 
the WVPRC’s relationship with the CDC, 
Dino was connected to the American Lung 
Association, which was developing a new 
national teen smoking cessation program. 
With CDC and other funding, Dino, her 
colleagues, and other partners developed 
the national program Not-On-Tobacco. 

 The American Lung Association 
stopped sharing the number of youths who 
were using the program at 300,000; no 
center in the country had the reach of an 
intervention program that West Virginia 
had, she continued. 

 “Through these programs it became 
the most widely-researched and widely-
disseminated program in the country,” 
Dino said. “So here we are. We come into 
a network of really high-powered centers 
like Harvard, Yale, the University of North 
Carolina, and along comes WVU on an 
earmark to earn national recognition.”

 Today, her efforts address substance 
use, promoting healthy lifestyles and 
fostering youth and community engagement, 
especially related to youth mental health.

 The Prevention Research Center 
is now focused on behaviors more 
immediately deadly than tobacco use, 
again with CDC funding. Integrated 
Community Engagement mirrors the teen 
tobacco cessation program in that it is 
community solution-based, but its thrust 
is to change the social environment of 
two West Virginia counties, one deep in 
the coalfields, the other a burgeoning 
tourist destination. Led by Dr. Alfgeir 
Kristjansson, ICE will use the data 
collected to report on annual rates of 
substance use, risk and protective factors 
in comparison with both the past and with 
other participating communities.

 The next step is to reduce the known 
risk factors in constant back-and-forth 
conversation with the community as it 
works its way through possible solutions to 
a seemingly never-ending problem that has 
consumed many a West Virginia county, 
community and family. The communities 
assess what works, what didn’t and can 
make the changes that will work for them.

Living with the bear 
Brittany Smith, a Ph.D. candidate, has 
been on both sides of that community 
work. Her education about those kinds of 
patterns began at home, in her community 
of Cannelton, W.Va., where she was raised in 
a home affected by substance use disorder. 
Smith is an African American Appalachian 
from a rural area. 

Smith says the layered effects of an 
ambiguous cultural identity and childhood 
adversity led her to develop an ostensibly 
positive persona. She was a model 
student in both behavior and academic 
achievement, but that, she discovered later, 
was its own form of addiction. When she 
began crying hysterically for reasons she 
didn’t understand and couldn’t overcome 
while she was in nursing school, she 
thought she’d lost her way. Subsequently 
diagnosed with depressive and anxiety 
disorders, she learned about Adverse 
Childhood Experiences (ACE), potentially 
traumatic events that occur before age 18 
and put children at risk for many disorders. 

 A friend’s invitation to investigate the 
WVU School of Public Health opened 
academic doors, including a connection 
to Dr. Michael Brumage, known in public 
health circles as “the ACEs guy” at WVU. 
She took a chance on an emailed request to 
check out her work. Brumage gauged her 
interest and her motivation to do the work 
on the childhood trauma of having parents 
with substance use disorder. He helped her 
design her own undergrad research study and 
backed her as she explored the root of her 
own and many others’ childhood trauma. 

 The classic example is seeing a bear, 
which activates humans’ stress response, 
including increased heart rate, decreased 
digestion and, most importantly, the 
release of cortisol, a stress hormone. The 
body isn’t made to live in that condition 
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long-term, but when children are exposed 
to stressful situations, things that are 
unpredictable like abuse and neglect, their 
bodies are marinating in cortisol.

 “They’re living with the bear,” she said. 
That leads to inflammation issues and 
irregular brain development, including a 
different brain architecture. The fear center 
is much larger and the prefrontal cortex, 
which regulates how people pay attention, 
control their impulses, remember planned 
tasks or events and “read the room” or adapt 
behavior to a dynamic environment, is not 
fully developed.

 Her research, which she’s presented 
internationally, took her into a substance use 
treatment center where women related their 
own ACEs, and then their children’s. Smith 
and Brumage found that both mothers in 
substance use treatment and their children 
had significantly higher ACE scores than 
mothers and children who were not. It was 
the first published study to address ACEs 
in children of addicts. The study also found 
that ACEs may be intergenerational. 

 “Public health is the art and science of 
preventing suffering,” Smith said. “That’s 
what we do.”

MIKE McCAWLEY KEITH ZULLIG

The air we breathe 

ambulance at the bottom.” Because in its 
practices, public health is about prevention, 
not reaction, to keep people healthy. 

Mike McCawley, a clinical associate 
professor in the department of 
Occupational and Environmental Health 
Sciences, likes to quote Jeff Coben: “We’re 
the fence at the top of the cliff, not the 

 McCawley’s research has focused on 
airborne particulate matter and its effect on 
the lungs. His work ranges from the depths of 
coal mines where the test he invented tracks 
the amount of coal dust in miners’ lungs at the 
beginning and end of their shifts to Moon dust 
the Artemis will bring back and how potential 
exposure could affect humans who might 
someday travel to Mars. In between, he’s 
working with two West Virginia communities 
that fear industries are making them sick. 

 The final stretch of McCawley’s public 
health fence takes him to the streets of 
Morgantown with the Mushroom Project, 
where he and a group of WVU Health 
Sciences students provide medical care to 
the unsheltered who have nowhere to go. 

 “We walk the streets; we’re helping 
people under bridges to keep in touch 
with medicine. Because if you’re 
homeless, if you’re unsheltered, then 
your lifespan is decreased enormously,” 
McCawley said. “You lose almost 30  
years of life living on the streets.” 

 The Mushroom Project not only benefits 
people in need, but the students who 
learn to “do medicine by listening,” which 
McCawley says is the best way to practice.  

Combatting burnout

social and behavioral science to his students 
and provides mindfulness training to first 
responders who frequently see the same 
people in distress under the bridges and 
on the streets. The training makes people 
aware of their thoughts without letting those 
thoughts control their behavior, meaning 
when they see the same people time after 
time, they can still see the human being, not 
the condition, in front of them. 

The unsheltered present more than one 
problem for the city. Keith Zullig teaches 

 “We’re trying to teach them ways 
to reduce their burnout and keep the 
compassion in their occupations, so that 
we don’t lose that particular workforce,” 
Zullig said. Through the WVU Office of 
Health Affairs, he is extending the work to 
veterans through a program funded by the 
West Virginia Department of Health and 
Human Services and delivered by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. 

 Mindfulness is also useful in a 
clinical setting. The Comprehensive 
Opioid Addiction Treatment Program is 
using the practice at Chestnut Ridge for 
people who suffer from substance misuse 
disorder who have been in treatment for 
90 days and have hit a plateau using more 
traditional therapies. 

 “We’re dealing with human behaviors 
and people who are part of complex social 
and physical environments that dictate 
what choices are available and how what 
is available is utilized,” Zullig said. “It’s 
a messy science, in some ways, but we’re 
living in it and we’re not an ivory tower.”

Why are they falling in? 
In the messy matters of public health, the 
cycle of addiction is both the root and 
the consequence of other health issues 
that affect a wide swath of U.S. and, 
particularly, West Virginia, residents. 
According to Dr. Chris Martin, there’s 
a seemingly unlikely connection in the 
causes of both — a decent job.

 Martin likens his work to the public 
health analogy of continuing to pull people 
out of a river until finally walking upstream 
to find out why they’re falling into the 
water in the first place. 

 “(People) also have to be treated with 
dignity and respect at work and they have to 
have appropriate benefits, not only to provide 
access to healthcare, but time for vacation, 
sickness or life events,” Martin said. 

 His work centers around what happens 
to people when they transition to long-
term disability from work-related injuries. 
Martin said when people no longer work, 
they lose a great deal of their self-worth 
and their social network. Employment, 
he said, is another powerful social 
determinant of people’s health.

 That plays into the other causes of death 
where West Virginia and the Appalachian 
region rank among the highest in the 
nation — heart disease, cancer, suicide 
and opioid-related overdoses. But in this 
state and others where employment options 
are bleak, Martin said people look at the 
disability system as a way to get by because 
there either aren’t many jobs, they aren’t 
qualified for available jobs or the open jobs 
are something no one wants to do. 

 Between a Training Project Grant from 
 and a Physician Training Award 

in Preventive Medicine from the Health 
Resources and Services Administration, 
Martin infuses $650,000 each year into the 
School of Public Health to train resident 
physicians in occupational medicine 
that deal with work-related diseases and 
injuries or public health responses at levels 
from local to state and federal, the only 
such programs in Appalachia. The grant 
application process took months, and when 
the award announcement came in 2018, 
it required a one-year deadline to set 
up the public health residency. The task 
seemed impossible — a group of medical 
professionals laughed at the idea it could be 
done — but by December, it was a reality. 
The first resident came to the

NIOSH

 WVU School 
of Public Health the next July. 

 “When I look back, I don’t know how we 
did it. Now we have two residency programs 
that are fully accredited; they do not have 
a single citation, which is very, very rare in 
medical residencies,” Martin said.

30 more years 

and waning throughout the years; last 
semester, 30 students signed up. 

Part of preventing people’s suffering includes 
health policy, and that’s where Robert Duval’s 
expertise intersects with the School of Public 
Health. He has kept a close eye on a public 
health threat he began teaching about 30 
years ago — climate change. As most people 
ignored both the threat and his warnings, 
Duval kept track of melting ice caps, rising 
sea levels and ever-increasing disastrous 
weather events. The first class he taught drew 
about 20 students, with numbers ebbing 

 Duval can talk at length about his 
“soapbox topic,” noting that people are 
starting to listen as they see receding 
Antarctic ice shelves, storm-drenched 
hillsides turning into landslides and the 
rise of viruses and infectious diseases as 
the changing climate compels people, 
and animals, to migrate and bring their 
diseases to new areas with new populations 
vulnerable to infection. The Ebola and 
Covid-19 pandemics are consistent with 
global climate change.

 Public health professionals are the 
firewall between a vulnerable public and 
an untimely death, doing significant work 
that benefits a lot of people, most of it going 
unnoticed until something very visible goes 
wrong. Humans, being who they are, work 
against the grain by not paying attention 
as they lose touch with the science and 
history of infectious disease, Duval said. 

 “Most people have no clue how valuable 
public health is. Public health officials calmly 
point out that we’ve added 30 years to life 
expectancy in the last century or so; about 
five have been added by medical science 
and 25 have been added by public health 
because it is vaccinations, sanitation, sewage 
treatment and trying to control mosquitos. 
The implementation tool out there in the real 

world is the work of  
public health.” 

Scan to read more about 
what these researchers  
are working on.

DR. CHRIS MARTIN ROBERT DUVAL
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Fifty years after its inception, Title IX still shapes 
women’s educational experience in myriad ways.

WRITTEN BY MIKENNA PIEROTTI
PHOTOS FROM WVU ARCHIVES AND THE WEST VIRGINIA AND REGIONAL HISTORY CENTER

It was a sweltering summer day in 1972, when Dr. Wincie 
Ann Carruth, Kittie Blakemore and Martha Thorn first 
stepped into WVU Director of Athletics Leland Byrd’s 
office armed with a plan. They wanted to start a women’s 
sports program. And they had the expertise to do it.

Blakemore and Thorn were instructors in the School 
of Physical Education. Dr. Carruth was chairperson for 
women’s physical education at WVU. In 1969, Blakemore 
and Dr. Carruth co-wrote the women’s portion of the 
constitution for the West Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference (WVIAC). The three had mountains of data 
on other women’s sports programs at colleges across 
the country and had coaches lined up (Thorn would take 
tennis; Blakemore basketball and neither would require 
an increase in salary at first). 

as part of the Education Amendments of 1972), to back 
them up. It was Byrd’s first week on the job. Before his 
death in 2022, Byrd recalled saying to the three women 
who stepped into his office that day: “We can start this, but 
it’s going to have to be on a shoestring. I don’t know where 
I’ll find the money, but you’ve got $5,000 for the first year 
(approximately $35,000 in today’s dollars).” 

These women had a strategy for how to phase in each 
sport based on student interest — starting with tennis. And 
they had a massive, new federal law, called Title IX (the 
federal civil rights law in the United States that was enacted 

The launch of a women’s sports program at WVU 
was just the tip of the iceberg. It was a little moment of 
victory. But it signaled a big change. Efforts at creating 
a more inclusive, equitable University environment had 
their roots much further back, even to the 1889 decision 
to allow the first women to attend WVU. But with Title IX, 
came a force for change at WVU that has grown into not 
only a robust athletics program, but also a push for reform 
in everything from working environment to the ways in 
which the University handles sexual violence, harassment 
and discrimination. Over the past 50 years, Title IX has 
shaped careers. Opened doors. And improved lives.

1867-68
The West Virginia State Legislature 
votes to establish the Agricultural 
College of West Virginia.
The WV State Legislature passes  
an act renaming the institution to  
West Virginia University.

1889
The WVU Board of Regents 
votes to admit women. The first 
10 women arrive on campus to 
study with 198 men.

1891
Harriet Lyon, the first woman 
graduate of WVU, finished at the 
top of her class with perfect grades.

1964
The Civil Rights Act includes sex as one of 
the things that employers can’t discriminate 
against. It also establishes the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission. 

1972
Congress passes Title IX, which is signed 
into law by President Richard Nixon. 

WVU Marching Band becomes co-ed.
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Coach Bl
akemore

Coach Bl
akemore

1972
Kittie Blakemore, Martha Thorn 
and Dr. Wincie Carruth advocate 
for women’s intercollegiate athletics.

Title IX’s text is largely focused on money rather than any 
specific acts of discrimination. In a nutshell, any public 
educational institution that is found to be in violation of 
Title IX can face fines and lose state and federal funding. 
Providing more equitable access to all the benefits of 
education (for all genders) has been the outcome, but the 
avenues through which that occurs have been multifaceted.
“You won't find, in those 37 words of the amendment, the 
word ‘sports’ at all,” said James Goins Jr.,  director of 
equity assurance and Title IX coordinator. “People do think 
about it in sports because of how much impact it has had. 
But we have also seen great strides in people just getting 
equal access to education and employment opportunities.”

WVU

 

One example? Nikki Izzo-Brown, one of  most 
decorated coaches and the only coach in Mountaineer 
women’s soccer history. She built up the WVU women’s 
soccer program from the foundations, turning it into one 
of the nation’s elite teams. Today, she talks about Title IX 
as a force working behind the scenes to open doors for her 
personally and professionally. 

WVU’s

“First and foremost, Title IX has given us the funding 
and the opportunity to compete at a high level,” she said. 
“I remember these little big moments in my career where 
it stood out to me. I was playing college soccer in the 
nineties at Rochester.” At that time, women’s soccer was 
just ramping up in higher education. Institutions were 
starting their own teams, expanding them and, finally, 
giving them the funding they needed to attract real talent 

and real audiences. “We were playing Cornell, Buffalo — all 
these Division I teams. And we didn’t even realize it! We 
were just happy that we could play anybody.” 

At the start of her soccer career, Izzo-Brown remembers 
having to wear a men’s kit (the standard equipment and 
attire worn by players). It was uncomfortable; hardly 
professional looking, but she had no other options. “This 
was a shirt with sleeves down to my knuckles,” she laughs. 
But now? Women’s soccer has gained so much popularity 
(in 2015, the Women’s World Cup final was the most 
watched soccer game in U.S. history), big brands like Nike 
are jumping at the chance to outfit players. “Title IX has 
given us money to create a high level and a high experience 
for young women that want to play college soccer.”  

And when the rare chance to launch her own soccer 
program at  came up after college, she knew it was an 
opportunity both to turn soccer into her own fulfilling (and 
record-breaking) career and launch the careers of countless 
other women. “I look at myself as a life coach. One of our 
players just signed in Sweden, she's Champions League 
now. We have 31 professional soccer players” But she really 
judges her success by the milestones she has helped all her 
players achieve. Sports and access to equal education have 
opened countless opportunities for women to advance. 
“For me to be a part of that journey and for me to be a part 
of making their dreams come true, that’s why I do what I 
do. Without Title IX, women wouldn’t have been given the 
same opportunities to sit at the table.”

WVU

37 Words

1973
Women’s Basketball, Gymnastics, 
and Tennis are the first women’s 
varsity sports at .WVU

1975
President Gerald Ford signs Title IX athletics 
regulations, giving athletic departments up 
to three years to implement.

(Opposite Page, 
Top Left) Martha 
Thorn, 
women's tennis 
head coach for 27 
seasons; (Bottom 
Left) Dr. Wincie 
Carruth, Chair of 
the  Women's 
Physical Education; 

WVU

WVU 

(Left) Kittie 
Blakemore, 
women's basketball 
head coach for 19 
seasons; (Above) 
Team photo of one 
of the first  
women's tennis 
teams; (Right) 
Gymnast Shari 
Retton, was 
first women’s sports 
All-American; 
(Bottom) team 
photo of the 

 women's 
basketball team.

1973-
74 WVU

WVU's 

WVU

WVU 

Dec. 21, 1984
Georgeann Wells is the first 
woman to dunk in an offical 
NCAA basketball game.

1980
Title IX oversight is given to 
the Office of Civil Rights in 
the Education Department.

1990
Natalie Tennant 
becomes first female 
Mountaineer mascot.

1994
The Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act 
is passed. Schools must provide annual 
information regarding gender equity.

Blakemore Helms Women's 

Basketball to First V
ictory

January 16, 1974

No person in the United States shall, 
on the basis of sex, be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits 
of, or be subjected to discrimination 
under any education program or 
activity receiving Federal financial 
assistance.   – Title IX
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The other side of Title IX’s influence on education has been 
just as far-reaching, if not more contentious. “The biggest 
impact I think we have seen is the need to address other 
forms discrimination — other barriers — which include 
sexual harassment, sexual assault, stalking … behaviors that 
are getting in the way of people coming to an institution 
and doing what they can to do to get an education or to 
work in an environment free of discrimination,” Goins 
said. “Title IX put mechanisms in place to stop that type of 
behavior, prevent it and hold people accountable.” Goins 
said the push to address discrimination and sexual violence 
really ramped up after the release of what many refer to as 
the Obama administration’s 2011 “Dear Colleague” letter 
— new policy guidance sent to over 7,000 U.S. colleges 
receiving federal funding. The letter set in place new legal 
obligations on the practices institutions must use to judge 
cases of sexual misconduct and put the force of the White 
House behind it.

Although this letter was rescinded under the Trump 
administration in 2017, it opened up a much bigger 
conversation (and new research) about campus safety and 
equity that resounds to this day. Some 13% of college 
students reported nonconsensual sexual contact, according 
to a 2019 Association of American Universities. As a whole, 
the impact of Title IX legislation and all its nuances can 

Convictions Over Consequences
be felt in cultural shifts like the #MeToo and #ImWithHer 
movements. Institutions across the country have opened 
or expanded Title IX offices and developed more robust 
reporting and adjudication processes for instances of sexual 
violence and discrimination, including at . The 2011 
“Dear Colleague” Letter influenced even the course of 
Goins’ career, as he was named the University’s first official 
Title IX Coordinator in 2012. Since then, various initiatives 
at , from “Green Dot” to “It’s On Us,” have helped to 
deepen the discussion and raise awareness on campus.

WVU

WVU

Meshea L. Poore,  vice president for Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion said, we’ve come a long way, but 
these small steps are only part of a much bigger climb. 
“We should celebrate those that have paved the way 
and remember their struggles and sacrifices. While this 
struggle persists to this day, we must continue the fight 
to create equity for all, and it will take all of us working 
together to take this progress even further,” she said. 
“After all, progress only happens when good people 
choose their convictions over consequences.” 

WVU

Olympic Gold (and Blue) for
WVU's Ginny Thrasher

August 21, 2016WVU’s Coach Izzo leads

women's soccer to winning

season in inaugural year

November 4, 1996

Rio Summer Olympics
Rio Summer Olympics

November 7, 2022

WVU Women’s Soccer are 
Big XII Champs

Left to Right:
The 1996 WVU women’s 
soccer team and Coach Nikki 
Izzo-Brown (far left); WVU’s It’s 
On Us campaign raises awareness 
about issues of sexual violence and 
empowers college students to be active 
bystanders; Emily Thompson is part of the 
ongoing legacy of WVU Women’s Soccer; Ginny 
Thrasher, ‘19, won the gold medal for rifle at the 
2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro; Mary Roush is the 
third woman since 1934 to be chosen as WVU’s 
Mountaineer Mascot.

1996
Women’s soccer  
is added as a  
WVU varsity sport.

2009
WVU Announces a second 
female Mountaineer  
mascot — Rebecca Durst.

2011
The infamous “Dear Colleague” letter 
gave the federal government the 
authority to dictate what procedures 
colleges had to use when dealing with 
sexual assault allegations.

2012
WVU launches “Green Dot”  
to help prevent sexual 
assault, partner violence, 
stalking and bullying.

2015
WVU announces ‘It’s On 
Us’ campaign to prevent 
and report sexual assault 
on campus.

2016
Ginny Thrasher wins a gold medal for the U.S. 
in the 10 meter air rifle at the Rio Olympics, 
becoming WVU’s first female Olympic medalist.
Women’s soccer becomes the first WVU women’s 
team to play for a national championship.

2020
New Title IX amendments 
take effect, largely regarding 
sexual harassment. 

2021
Mary Roush becomes the 
68th overall, and third 
female, Mountaineer mascot.
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Viewfinder
PHOTO BY GARRETT CULLEN

Josephine Wolfe celebrates the ribbon 
cutting at WVU Medicine Children’s 
Hospital Sept. 24, 2022.
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Mountaineer Spirit
6:30 a.m. Alarm goes off to start the day

7:35 a.m.  Park at the Coliseum and start walk 
to the engineering buildings on the 
Evansdale area of campus

8:00 a.m.  Class, Plant Layout and Material 
Handling, NRCCE Building

9:20 a.m.  Class break, time for homework or  
group meetings in the Industrial 
Engineering Lounge

11:00 p.m. Class, Team Facilitation, Engineering 
Sciences Building
  

12:30 p.m. Class, Simulation by Digital Methods, 
Engineering Sciences Building
  

2:00 p.m. Class, Introduction to Systems Engineering, 
Allen Hall
  

3:15 p.m.  Travel to band practice field and  
eat packed lunch in car

4:00 p.m. Band rehearsal

6:00 p.m.  COLOR GUARD SECTIONAL 
Weekly practice for the color guard

8:00 p.m.  Eat dinner, work on homework, be in bed 
by 10:30 p.m. for class at 8:00 a.m. Friday

Scan to see video 
of Abbey in action.

SPIN CLASS
Fifty years after women first joined “The Pride of West 
Virginia,” the Mountaineer Marching Band, the WVU 
Magazine follows a senior industrial engineering major 
who fits “spinning” with the band’s color guard into a 
packed class and work schedule.

WRITTEN BY SHAUNA JOHNSON

 PHOTOS BY BRIAN PERSINGER 

On autumn evenings in Morgantown in the shadow of the 
Coliseum, as the days get shorter and temperatures fall 
into sweater weather, a chant — matching time with hand 
claps — echoes across pavement, a parking lot marked out 
with the white lines of a football field.

“Drop, drop, drop, money, over, under, toss, catch, five, 
six, seven, eight, flip two, three, four, flip, two, three, 
four, flip, and up …”

routines using six-foot silver poles hung with flags — also 
called silks — of gold and blue.

This special language means nothing to those passing 
by to nearby gyms or out for a walk. But it does to 
members of the color guard for “The Pride of West 
Virginia” as they march in place while going through their 

They run one routine. They run it again. Then, they do it 
once more — all in time with the chant, “drop, drop, toss, 
catch” or some variation, while the 300+ other members of 
the band warm up in the same lot, moving in straight lines 
as a single unit.

In the center of the color guard block is Abbey Barker,  
a senior industrial engineering major from Charles Town. 
Her long brown hair pulled back under a black cap, she’s 
flushed as she turns with the flag, spinning it dozens of 
times in front of her body, then catching the pole cleanly 
after throwing it above her head, doing what’s called a 
“Peggy” toss.

“It’s my fun time of day,” Barker said of these late-
afternoon hours following a crush of classes, outside-
of-class group meetings, work as a tour guide at the 
University’s Evansdale Visitors Center and her many other 
responsibilities as a college student with goals.

“I have always looked at band as my time to step away from 
classes. It is a class, but I get to not think about homework, not 
think about exams, and I get to go spend time with some of 
my best friends doing something I really love.”

During the fall 2022 semester, Thursdays are her busiest 
days of the week (see above). 

With all this, Barker also somehow fits in up to 20 
hours a week as a campus tour guide — at times driving 
the smaller tour bus herself while pointing out campus 
landmarks and sharing facts with prospective students.

“I love it,” she said of her job, which she describes as 
“Representing the entire University as a student: I love 
being able to make a difference. It’s given me so much 
during my time here.”

No matter how much love she has for what she’s doing, 
her schedule is intimidating.

For Barker, the road to industrial engineering started 
with a statistics class in high school. “It’s really process 
improvement,” Barker said of her chosen career field, 
one focused on improving efficiencies within spaces like 
hospitals, manufacturing plants and retail stores.

“If you walk into a store like Sam’s Club, the reason 
behind how everything is laid out involves the work of an 
industrial engineer. It’s really studying people’s habits and 
using that, with statistics and science to back it up, to help 
improve the world.”

So it’s work focused on where best to put things.

At the start of her time in the color guard, though, 
Barker had no idea where to put herself.

Color guard members learn flag routines and how to 
translate them to the field.

She had just one year of color guard experience from 
Washington High School in Jefferson County when she 
auditioned for the Pride. This was after she decided to 
attend WVU without even visiting Morgantown. She asks 
now, “Isn’t that crazy?”

After a rough start, a time when she was convinced she 
was the worst in the color guard unit and pushed herself 
to improve, Barker marched in 2018 and 2019, joined the 
rest of the band members for limited performances due to 
COVID-19 in 2020, missed 2021 while working for Toyota 
as part of an engineering co-op in Buffalo, West Virginia, 
and returned to the field for the 2022 season — three 
years after last marching in gold and blue.

“I knew I wanted to experience it again,” she said. “The 
friendships I’ve made in guard, and just in the band in 
general, have really changed my time here at WVU.”

Getting back to “220-ing” was a challenge.
That’s what it’s called when band members come 

running out of the tunnels at Milan Puskar Stadium for the 
iconic pre-game show: “220” because it’s 220 beats per 
minute with high-knee movement. “Every left step, your 
right arm goes out with your instrument or flag and then it 
comes in when your right foot touches the ground,” Barker 
explains. “All we say is ‘left, left, left, left, left,’ and it just 
means ‘out, out, out.’”

Taking a moment to catch a breath is not an option 
as the full band heads straight downfield with “Fight 
Mountaineers” and “Mountain Dew.”

Her favorite part of pre-game is what comes next — 
“Simple Gifts,” when the entire band circles up, with members 
of the color guard running right into the middle of it all, at the 
very center of Mountaineer Field on home game days.

In front of a crowd of up to 60,000 people, “All you can 
hear is the drumline. We have the rest of the band around 
us, but all you can hear is the drummers and you feel it 
because they’re hitting their drums so hard,” Barker said. 
“That’s the first time where we can really stand there and 
look around the entire stadium to soak it all in.”

Time in that inner circle is fleeting for Barker.
She graduates in May 2023, a year later than she originally 

planned due to the two semesters she was off campus 
working for Toyota and with the Disney College Program in 
Orlando, Florida. She has a job lined up as a project engineer 
with the Whiting-Turner Contracting Company following a 
successful internship this past summer.

As she nears the end of her college career, Barker is 
grateful to have had one more season with band — no 
matter the time demands.

“You put in so much work. Seeing it all pay off on game 
day is a very rewarding experience,” she said. “There’s a 
feeling of nervousness, but also I feel like every time I 
perform, I just zone in so hard that I get to the end and 
I’m, like, ‘How did I just do that? What just happened?’” 

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF 
ABBEY BARKER
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Building the Future
WRITTEN BY NATHANIEL GODWIN

Perfect practice makes perfect! 
A new home for the Pride
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The Mountaineer Marching Band has been a source of pride 
for West Virginia University and the entire state — from 
presidential inaugurations to nationally televised bowl 
games and the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade — since its 
beginnings in 1901.
 All of the Pride’s magical sounds, rhythmic beats and 
intricate marching formations are made possible by the hard 
work the team puts in during practice. As legendary football 
coach Vince Lombardi once said, “Practice does not make 
perfect. Only perfect practice makes perfect.”
 And they’ve accomplished it all with no real home of their 
own. Years ago, the band practiced on the Downtown area of 
campus near the Mountainlair; a few decades ago, practices 
began in the parking lot next to the Coliseum, which has 
some disadvantages and few benefits. 
 “We’ve got a nice surface that is never muddy or anything 
else,” said Scott C. Tobias, band director. “But we have the 
lights and the heat of the day on the asphalt, not to mention 
that hard surface on the feet and the knees, and the wear 
and tear of moving around on that.”
 The Mountaineer Marching Band will soon have the 
perfect place for perfect practice: the Pride Practice Facility. 
Following the WVU baseball team’s move to University 
Town Center, its former baseball field – Hawley Field on the 
Evansdale area of campus — will undergo a transformation to 
become a state-of-the-art practice facility.
 “We are trying to move to a place where the marching 
surface is more similar to what we march on, on game days.” 
Tobias said. “In this case, it’s going to be exact. It will be an 
artificial turf, just like we have in the stadium.”
 The project is planned to be in two phases, with the first 
entailing the installation of the ground turf and lighting work 
in the facility. The artificial turf field will have markings similar 

to the ones at Milan Puskar Stadium, including the Flying WV 
in the middle and the same yard line markings. The second 
phase will involve additional funding to help erect a 3,000- to 
4,000-square-foot building beside the field.
 “We’re not actually having to put a lot of work into the 
lighting because the baseball field had lights in place for night 
games. So, we’re able to reuse that lighting,” Tobias said. “The 
first phase will just basically be the installing of that field. 
People may think that’s no big deal, but there’s a lot of prep 
work that goes into putting an artificial turf field in there with 
drainage and everything else.”
 Because weather conditions have a great effect on the 
band’s equipment, the new facility will include a climate-
controlled building with enough space to store instruments, 
uniforms, equipment like drum major ladders, as well 
as water coolers and everything else the band needs to 
perform. It will also feature a loading dock where trucks can 
load and unload equipment.
 “Logistically, it’s going to be nice for us to have an area 
where we can store that equipment,” Tobias said. “We’re not 
going to be worried about having to do a lot of repairs and 
having to do a lot of upkeep because the equipment will be 
well taken care of in storage. I’m excited to not have to worry 
about that quite as much.”
 This new facility is great news for the Pride, as all 
focus can now be on making their heartfelt music and 
entertaining the fans.
 “From a student standpoint, when they see alums, donors 
and the University investing in something to help them be 
more successful, it goes a little bit beyond the actual facility,” 
Tobias added. “It means they’re valued. It means they’re 
important. When all these different demographic groups want 
to invest in you, there’s this double level of excitement.” 

Fundraising continues through the WVU Foundation for
the Pride Practice Facility, the future rehearsal location 
for the Mountaineer Marching Band. Find out more 
about the Pride Practice Facility Fund at 
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give.wvu.edu.  
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FlashBack

40 Years
o f  M o u n t a i n e e r s

A Mountaineer Reunion spanning more 
than 40 years was held over Homecoming 
weekend in October, with 23 of the 
buckskinned mascots joining current 
Mountaineer Mary Roush. They participated 
in events from a blood drive to fireside 
chats and were honored in the annual 
Homecoming Parade. The Mountaineers 
took to the field at Milan Puskar Stadium 
during halftime events, as well. 

“ There is little doubt that few symbols mean more to the 
people of West Virginia and our University than our beloved 
Mountaineer mascot.  I have great admiration for Mary and 
our alumni who have given much of themselves to our University 
community and beyond by serving in the iconic role.” 

—  Kevin Berry
     WVU Vice President of Alumni Relations
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R i c k  P o l i n g  1 9 7 8 J a m e s  P.  C a m p b e l l  1 9 7 9 R o b e r t  R i c h a r d s o n  1 9 8 2

M a r k  A .  B o g g s  1 9 8 4 M at t h e w  Z e r v o s  1 9 8 6 D a n  P e a r s o n  1 9 8 8

B e n  W h i t e  1 9 8 9 N ata l i e  T e n n a n t  1 9 9 0
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c o l s o n  g l o v e r  2 0 2 0 - 2 0 21r e b e c c a  d u r s t  2 0 0 9

t r e v o r  k e i s s  2 01 8d e r e k  f i n c h a m  2 0 0 4 - 2 0 0 6

m i c h a e l  g a r c i a  2 01 4 - 2 01 6

s c o t t  m o o r e  2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1

M a r y  r o u s h  2 0 2 2j o n at h a n  k i m b l e  2 0 0 9 - 2 01 0

T i m m y  E a d s  2 01 9

B r a d y  c a m p b e l l  2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 8

t r o y  c l e m o n s  2 01 6 - 2 01 8

T r e y  H i n r i c h s  2 0 0 2 - 2 0 0 3
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A n d y  C o g a r  1 9 9 6 - 1 9 9 7 B r a n d o n  F l o w e r  1 9 9 8 - 1 9 9 9R o c k  W i l s o n  1 9 9 1 - 1 9 9 3
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With Purpose: CAHS Dean Autumn Tooms Cypres

FORCE OF NATURE
Meet the founding dean of the newly created WVU 
College of Applied Human Sciences — she’s a force  
of nature in custom sneakers.

WRITTEN BY MIKENNA PIEROTTI
PHOTO BY BRIAN PERSINGER 

Autumn Tooms Cyprès thought she was done climbing. 
She was the associate provost for lifelong learning at the 
University of Alabama. Before that, she served as dean of 
the largest and most comprehensive school of education in 
Alabama. And before that she’d worked with public schools 
for 13 years, first as a biology and chemistry teacher, then 
as a principal. 

Over her career, she’d scaled the ladder and launched 
groundbreaking initiatives across academia, creating 
transdisciplinary programs; promoting health and wellness; 
increasing national accreditations, brand recognition and 
partnerships; elevating her institution’s national profile 
and increasing student enrollment. She had followed her 
passion for helping underserved communities (especially 
those in Appalachia) and for being a scholar of educational 
leadership, publishing books, research articles and 
teaching courses. 

So, when she was finally named associate provost at 
Alabama, she figured she would settle in and enjoy her new 
role. “I thought I wouldn’t leave Alabama. I thought that was 
my happy-ever-after job,” she said.

Then, a friend of hers called. “George Peterson, who 
was, at the time, founding dean of the Clemson University 
College of Education, told me he’d nominated me for the 
position of founding dean of the new College of Applied 
Human Sciences at West Virginia University.” At first, she 
protested. “This was going to be a national search. A huge 
competition — like “America’s Got Talent.” I told him I can’t 
do it.” She’d already done the climb, traveled the country, 
followed that mountain path to its peak. “I don’t have any 
more moves in me, man,” she’d said. But he wouldn’t take 
no for an answer. “He said, ‘Autumn, you could really make 
a difference here. He told me this was my happily-ever-
after job.’” 

Those words resonated. Cyprès was born into a family 
of climbers. She grew up on a ranch in Arizona. Her father, 
a military man, served Native American communities in 
the region where he helped set up medical clinics near 
reservations. Both her parents instilled in her the importance 
of making an impact on the world. “They said, if you go into 
education, you need to look at it the way the military does. 
You don’t just serve the school; you serve the profession. 
You’re not just going to be a teacher. You want to be a 
person that makes the world a better place.” 

But the deciding factor was her husband. He told her to 
go and show the world what she was made of. “He’s French. 
He calls me a force of nature, which, in French, roughly 
translates to ‘a beast of nature.’” She laughs. “When your 

husband looks at you like that, and all of a sudden, you’re in 
a Marvel superhero movie, you gotta throw down. So, I gave 
it everything I had.” 

Cyprès threw herself into the process, putting together 
an application package, interviewing, being named a finalist 
and flying to Morgantown. On campus, she learned more 
about the new College of Applied Human Sciences and 
the merger of two beloved schools at WVU — formerly the 
College of Education and Human Services and the College 
of Physical Activity and Sports Sciences — part of an effort 
to increase the University’s competitive advantage and 
provide students with the best experience and resources 
possible. She was also thrilled to meet President E. Gordon 
Gee, one of her leadership idols. Cyprès flew home feeling 
good, both about her performance in the competition and 
about a future in West Virginia. “But then you have to wait. 
It’s awful. It’s like waiting for somebody you have a crush on 
to call you,” she said.

When the call finally came, she was elated. But the 
position of founding dean was unlike anything she’d ever 
encountered. She’d have to give it everything she had. 
“Founding deans are like the rear admiral of the fleet. They’re 
very rare. I never imagined I’d have this opportunity.” 

Cyprès leaned into her research on leadership and 
her experience in other institutions and began her own 
version of a listening tour, or, as she calls it, “a shut up and 
listen tour,” sitting down with every person who works in 
the two buildings comprising her new college and letting 
them teach her. And she’s already learned more than she 
imagined.

“I’ve learned our units do things differently, 
but we have shared values. We all 
understand that our job — whether we 
are a support staff, secretary, janitor, 
professor or dean — our job is to 
make sure we create a positive, 
uplifting, innovative learning 
environment that is inspirational 
and transformative. We are 
uniquely positioned with our 
land-grant mission. We’re 

not sitting up here being professors in an ivory tower, 
thinking professor things, being smart. What we’re doing 
is thinking about how to make the world better. How to 
support students who’ve been on Zoom forever, who 
are exhausted. How do we increase access, a sense of 
community for students and employees?” 
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From day one, Cyprès has loaded up her plate with all that 
and more. But one of her first tasks? Switching up her look 
to represent her new college and life as a Mountaineer. “The 
uniform that I have worn for 30 years of my career is a dress, 
blazer and a pair of three-inch, chunk Mark Fisher heels 
with a pointed toe. But when I got here, one of the things 
I started realizing when I interviewed is: we’re in a whole 
new era with COVID. I started thinking about how we see 
powerful, beautiful women.” And as the leader of a college 
full of passionate athletes, coaches and health and wellness 
professionals, she knew she needed to represent herself 
differently. She found inspiration in a WVU employee she’d 
met during the interview process. “She had on tennis shoes 
with a suit.” So, she asked her about it. “She said, ‘This is a 
place where we’re focused on getting the work done and 

being the uniqueness of who we are.’” 
 It was a lightbulb moment. “There’s no reason 

I can’t wear shoes that honor the school I serve. 
We produce more athletes and more coaches than 
anybody else in this University. And I work in two 
buildings with a quarter mile walk in between.” 
With the advice of a friend and self-described 

sneakerhead and the help of a WVU student 
working at Finish Line, Cyprès dove feet-first 
into the world of tennis shoes, beginning 
what is quickly becoming an impressive 
collection (including a pair of custom WVU 

Nike “drips”). 
But no matter what shoes she shows up 

for work in, Cyprès doesn’t back down from a 
challenge. In fact, she’s made a career out of 
scaling new heights. For her, leadership is more 
than just a word, it’s the way she’s shaped her 
life. “My father taught me very early on that there 
was a fantasy of leadership and then the reality 

of practice,” she said. “Leadership, service, 
education  
— it’s a practice like law or medicine or yoga. 

You have to practice it.” 
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Thinking it Through

W V U  E X T E N S I O N  I S

WRITTEN BY TARA CURTIS
PHOTO BY BRIAN BORNES

housands of quilters in West 
Virginia work their magic 
to create unique designs, 
in varied fabrics — from old 

shirts to new wedding dresses — and 
a myriad of colors to blanket their 
loved ones or their walls with a lasting 
bit of handiwork and memories that 
will last for generations.

 Like quilts, the needs of West 
Virginians and their communities are 
varied and unique. It’s not hard to guess 
that the needs of a rural county without 
a grocery store are much different than 
those of more populated areas, where 
perhaps aging infrastructure may be the 
problem. Yet, patterns, just like in those 
lovingly stitched quilts, do emerge.

 Jorge Atiles, the dean of WVU 
Extension and Engagement, wanted 
to strengthen and extend the fabric of 
Extension so that all West Virginians 
could benefit from its expertise, 
programs and resources to improve 
lives and livelihoods in the Mountain 
State. 

In 2021, WVU Extension launched 
a needs assessment survey in all 
55 counties to gauge strengths and 
challenges; share that information with 
leaders; identify opportunities to work 
collaboratively with national, state and 
community partners; and better define 
the role WVU Extension plays in these 
communities. The survey was geared to 
match WVU’s three pillars — education, 
healthcare and broad-based prosperity.

 The survey was the first step 
in reviewing and fine-tuning WVU 
Extension’s statewide programs to 
adapt to changing populations and 
demographics. Over the next year, 
faculty, staff, volunteers and others 
will examine and customize Extension 
programs to more closely align with the 
findings of the survey and the needs of 
local communities.

 “What we found were many 
commonalities, but we also learned 
about the unique needs and 
opportunities these communities 
have – there is not a one-size-fits-all 
way to look at things,” Atiles explained. 
“WVU Extension and WVU cannot be 
nimble and attentive to the different 
needs of our state if we don’t listen 
to those living and working in these 
communities. That is absolutely 
critical if we are to successfully 
carry out the University’s land-
grant mission and work to enhance 
education, increase prosperity and 
improve health outcomes.”

 If a particular county has a high 
population of children who are being 
cared for by grandparents or other 
relatives, for instance, programs that 
provide resources and educational 
opportunities for this population may 
be offered. Evelyn Post, executive 
director, Central West Virginia 
Aging Services and president of the 
Braxton County Board Education, 
appreciated the opportunity to “have 

a seat at the table” during these 
conversations.

 “It is imperative that Extension has 
external stakeholders who can give 
recommendations,” Post said. “Extension 
is vital in serving our youth, our senior 
population and our school system, as well 
as county government. What would we 
do without them? They provide trusted, 
practical education by helping people 
help themselves. These conversations 
allow us to participate in improving the 
communities where we live and work.”

 The survey found some unique 
circumstances in the state’s 
counties, particularly in economic 
development categories:

MONONGALIA COUNTY AND 
COUNTIES IN THE EASTERN
PANHANDLE
are experiencing growth 
and its associated challenges.

RURAL HARDY COUNTY
is seeing an increase in ethnically 
diverse communities.

MORE THAN 20% OF POCAHONTAS
COUNTY’S WORKFORCE 
is in arts, entertainment and recreation.

CALHOUN COUNTY
has the largest share of non-farm 
proprietors that shows that even these 
types of businesses can insulate local 
economies during economic downturns.
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Common threads became clear 
in the survey’s results, as well. 
Improving career readiness in youth 
ages 14-8, increasing household 
and business access to broadband 
for both economic and educational 
development and decreasing high-risk 
behaviors in youths were the top-
three statewide needs.

 Communities want an enhanced 
focus on education, particularly in 
the areas of science, technology, 
engineering and math, as well as 
increased investments in early 
childhood education and in teaching 
life skills.

 Health remains a prevalent need, 
and respondents expressed the desire 
for more nutrition education and 
resources to address food insecurity. 
Communities also need ways to 
improve mental health and stress 
management among both youth and 
adults and want ways to increase 
positive parenting practices to 
promote childhood development and 
success. Education and information 
to help enhance physical activity and 
address other health issues remain 
vital to West Virginia towns and cities.

 Many residents and leaders also 
shared that programs to address 
poverty, unemployment rates and 
farm profitability are critical for their 
communities to thrive. And they also 
want to attract and retain young 
families to their areas, along with 

growing a local business community 
and an increase the number of local 
jobs that pay a living wage.

 Other themes emerged — some 
communities continue to face daunting 
challenges related to opioid misuse, the 
counties that are growing are becoming 
more diverse (which presents unique 
needs) and areas are seeking ways 
to prepare for natural disasters and 
climate change.

 In addition to the needs 
assessment survey, WVU Extension 
leaders and county agents are 
engaging in community conversations 
through statewide stakeholder 
meetings. These meetings provide an 
outlet to collaborate and dig down 
into the more unique needs of local 
communities so Extension faculty 
and staff can tailor educational 
programming and activities.

 Atiles also noted the importance 
of cross-collaboration between 
Extension and other WVU academic 
units and centers, as well as 
developing strategic partnerships. 
Breaking down silos and making 
connections strengthens the work of 
the University and WVU Extension.

 “Our faculty and staff do an 
extraordinary job bringing the research 
and knowledge of the University into 
our West Virginia communities,” Atiles 
said. “By working collectively across 
the University, further engaging our 
stakeholders, prioritizing programs 

and identifying opportunities for 
partnerships, we will be able to provide 
them with additional tools to support 
them in the work they do, while 
remaining steadfast in our commitment 
to the land-grant mission.”

THE FUTURE OF  
WVU EXTENSION 
WVU Extension’s programs are 
intentionally varied and diverse to suit 
and fill needs throughout West Virginia 
— whether that is a young person 
taking part in 4-H or Energy Express, 
a business owner learning about rural 
tourism opportunities or an individual 
earning a safety certificate to expand 
job opportunities — WVU Extension 
is a direct conduit to these resources 
through experts who live and work in 
our communities.

 As the front door to WVU (and the 
only University unit embedded in all 
55 counties), WVU Extension faculty 
and staff connect people to WVU’s 
research and tools they can use in their 
own lives and in their hometowns and 
neighborhoods.

 That vision to improve lives and 
empower people is a common thread. 
Through partnerships with community, 
school and state leaders, volunteers, 
donors and others, WVU Extension is 
working one-on-one to provide data and 
information that it hopes will continue 
to transform small towns and urban 
areas around the Mountain State. 
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Succesors
WRITTEN BY PAMELA PRITT
PHOTOGRAPHS SUBMITTED

COLLEGE OF LAW 
GRAD HELPS 
ATTORNEYS MAKE 
THE RIGHT CASE
Luke Yingling, Law ’22, is blazing his own 
trail as the founding president and CEO of 
Analytica Legalis, a technology company 
that uses artificial intelligence to help 
attorneys win in court.

 According to Yingling, Analytica 
Legalis is the first company to quantify 
jurisprudence and analyze judges’ 
sentiment by extracting the text from all 
the opinions published by a judge in the 
past three years. The company uses AI 
to detect variables that are associated 
with types of jurisprudence, as well as 
sentimental statements.

 “We measure the philosophy of the 
law to which judges and courts subscribe, 
and we analyze the sentiments judges 
express in their opinions regarding facts, 
legal arguments and other factors that 
are important to the outcome of a case,” 
Yingling explained.

 Analytica Legalis can provide 
structured, specific feedback on how to 
improve a legal brief to be more persuasive 
to a particular judge. Sentiment analysis, 
Yingling said, comes into play by giving 
clients access to emotional statements 
drawn from judges’ opinions, which allows 
users to make more compelling emotional 
arguments of their own.

 “Other software helps litigators make 
better IQ arguments, but we are helping 
them make stronger EQ arguments with this 
part of our technology,” Yingling said.

Analytica Legalis will also allow 
lawyers to research individual judges and  
their jurisprudence, education and work 
history. It was a finalist in the American 
Bar Association TechShow 2022 Startup 
Alley competition. 
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WVU ALUM TRAINS 
DOGS FOR U.S. 
AMBASSADOR
Elizabeth Mullen, ’81, journalism, might not be Dr. Doolittle, 
but she can “listen” to the dogs she trains through their body 
language and talk back to them using behavior modification 
and positive reinforcement. Mullen also trains dog owners to 
pay attention to their pets’ behavior so that they know what to 
do and more importantly, sometimes, what not to do. 

She recently transitioned Teddy, a German Shepherd, 
to his new home at the U.S. Embassy in Poland to live with 
Ambassador Mark Brzezinski.

Teddy had been attacked by a group of off-leash dogs on a 
dog-friendly beach, resulting in some anxiety, and then again 
while running with the ambassador along the Potomac River 
two months later. Mullen helped ease Teddy’s anxiety, as well 
as build coping skills, particularly when Teddy was around 
other dogs and didn’t react with what seemed like aggressive 
behavior (barking, growling), but was, in fact, defensive 
because of the times he’d been attacked.

“For the two weeks before Teddy and I departed, the plan 
was simple — 90% calm (rest, relaxation exercises, lots of 
sniffing walks), 10% excitement (play, running, seeing foxes!). 
With my four dogs in my home, we probably achieved a 
75/25 ratio, yet we headed to Warsaw in a relaxed state,” 

Mullen said. “Also, Ambassador Brzezinski was willing to 
unlearn some pervasive dog behavior myths and learn the 
latest science on canine cognition and behavior, and that 
made our endeavor a success.”

Mullen helped Teddy transition into the Chief of Mission 
Residence (CMR) in Warsaw, establishing a daily routine 
that included playing in Warsaw’s parks and acclimating 
him to meetings with the ambassador with new people. She 
devised a “jingle signal” placed near the stairs so that when 
a visitor was about to arrive, Teddy got a snack, preventing 
any startle response.

“Beth gave me the tools to build Teddy’s confidence 
and understand how the environment affects his behavior,” 
Brzezinski said. “An international move is a significant change 
for a person, and I understood Teddy’s first impression of the 
CMR and Warsaw needed to be positive.”

Mullen returned to the embassy in Poland last summer 
after Brzezinski’s mother Emilie, a sculptor and artist, died. 
Mullen spent time in Jupiter, Fla., to work with Emilie 
Brzezinski’s dog Daisy, also a German Shepherd, who was 
depressed and lethargic.

“My mission was to make her happy again,” Mullen said. 
Learning things at an older age is possible with patience 
and deep understanding and respect for a dog’s needs and 
fears, Mika Brzezenski posted on Instagram about Mullen’s 
success with Daisy.

Both dogs are now thriving in their new home.
Mullen is a certified behavior consultant-knowledge assessed 
and certified professional dog trainer-knowledge assessed. She 
is on the Certification Council for Professional Dog Trainers 
board of directors. In September, Mullen was appointed to 
a new Animal Services Advisory Committee by the County 
Executive of Montgomery County, Md. She is a mentor for 
professional dog training students enrolled in the Victoria 
Stillwell Academy. Mullen lives near Bethesda, Md., with her 
husband and five dogs. 

 

Follow @AmbassadogTeddy and Beth 
@dog_latin_dog_training on Instagram .
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Class Notes

1961
Richard D. Fiddler, recently traveled to Israel and showed his 
WVU pride while he was there.

1979
Jay Garner, BA, MA ’79, is the co-author of Amazon best seller 
“Economic Development Is Not For Amateurs!”

1994
Jody Kashden, MS, PhD ’94, Senior Clinical Director, co-
developed a retrospective study of 12,000 patients who received 
in-person, virtual or combined treatment at Princeton House. 

1999
Autumn Hill, BS, has spent the last 20 years as a designer at WVU 
Medicine and was recently appointed creative director for the 
WVU Health System. 

2001
Dr. Kim Capehart, DDS, was appointed as chair of the 
Department of General Dentistry in the Dental College of Georgia.

2004
Cori (Smith) Wamsley, MA, published her ninth book, “Braving the 
Shore,” in June 2022. The book features a tale of resilience, self-
discovery and home, as it follows the tale of two sisters whose 
lives are upended after a car accident.

2005
Matt Franzblau, BS, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., now works at Americans 
for Ben Gurion University, as a senior intelligence analyst.

1961
Richard D. Fiddler, recently traveled to Israel and 

2006
Kurt Skasik, BS, was among the 2022 Forbes Next-Gen Best-
In-State Wealth Advisors. His successful practice is empowered 
by the partnership he builds with clients to make a meaningful 
difference in their lives.

2011
Tommy Nester, MS, an 8th grade West Virginia Studies Teacher 
at Keyser Middle School in Mineral County, was named the 2022 
West Virginia State History Teacher of the Year.

2012
Jamie Harrison, MS, after more than a decade of HR, change 
management, and project management experience in the energy 
(Marathon Oil) and retail industries (Whole Foods), Harrison will 
now lead strategic priorities for Meta, formerly Facebook, focusing 
on people and the future of work.

2019
Ellen Weaver, BS, Alexandria, Va., has joined the Institute for 
Defense Analyses as a buyer in the Finance Directorate. 

OUR READERS.
YOUR CUSTOMERS.
WVU Magazine is the way that West Virginia 
University connects with alumni and friends.

To explore advertising in WVU Magazine, 
contact wvumag@mail.wvu.edu
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MOUNTAINEER LEGACY
FOUR GENERATIONS OF MOUNTAINEERS

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Lauren Kaufman Pitcher, BS ’08, MS ’15, 
holds the photo of June Dickerson Pitcher (deceased), BS ’41, MS ’56
James F. Pitcher, BS ’92
James L. Pitcher, Jr., MS ’72, 
holds the photo of James L. Pitcher, Sr. (deceased), BS ’40
Morgan Pitcher, BS ’22
William P. Brown, BS ’70, MD ’76
Molly Pitcher Brown, BS ’69, 
holds the photo of Judith Pitcher Magdiasz, BA ’64, MA ’65, MPA ’78

WVU’S ‘FIRST LADY OF DANCE’
“First Lady of Dance,” Mary Kathryne “Kacy” Wiedebusch, died July 5, 2022. 
She joined the WVU faculty in 1955 and became a professor of dance. 
Elizabeth Moore Dance Hall is now named in her honor. Wiedebusch received 
awards at the collegiate and national levels and was named West Virginia 
Dance Educator of the Year in 1992 and 1994, inducted into the WVU Physical 
Education Hall of Fame in 1994, received the Paul “Buck” Martin Alumni 
Service Award in 2006 and was a member of WVU’s Order of Vandalia.  

Deaths
Joseph A. Harim Sr., BS ’67, Uniontown, Pa., Dec. 25, 2021
Joseph A. Harim III, BS ’22, Uniontown, Pa., July 5, 2022
Craig Detwiler, BS ’83, Ashland, Va., July 23, 2022
Patricia Bailey, BFA ’76, Calabash, N.C., Nov. 5, 2021
David Anderson, ’71, South Park, Pa., April 9, 2022
Robert, Dittmar, BS ’86, Independence, W.Va., Nov. 7, 2021
Cary Johnson, BA ’85, Mahoning County, Ohio, April 25, 2022
Mark A. Karl, BS ’68, JD ’71, Moundsville, W.Va., May 28, 2022
Bradley Pyles, BA ’70, JD ’73, Chapmanville, W.Va., Feb. 22, 2022
Peter Caruso, BA ’64, BA ’66, MD ’71, Clarksburg, W.Va., March 3, 2022
Jackquelyn Bishop, BS, Morgantown, W.Va., March 3, 2022
Betsy Jean Beardsley, BS ’62, Ft Lauderdale, Fla., March 17, 2022
Richard Nieman, BFA ’84, Bruceton Mills, W.Va., June 8, 2022
Bradley Thomas, BS ’87, Jeffersonville, Ind., June 12, 2022
Lucille Kearns, BS ’78, MS ’97, Wheeling, W.Va., June 3, 2022

Stephen Mario, BS ’85, MS ’96, Wheeling, W.Va., June 12, 2022
Charles Bradac Jr., MS ’78, Wheeling, W.Va., June 11, 2022
Andrea Jean Hoover, BS ’76, New Sewickley Township, Pa., June 18, 2022
Jane Gruber Kilpatrick, BS ’82, Lewis Center, Ohio., Feb. 7, 2022
James Richard Forrelli, BS ’73, Beaufort, S.C., June 3, 2022
Charles Gary Stoner, BS ’62, Ragersville, Ohio, April 19, 2022
Ronald O. Wells, MA ’74, EDD ’93, Dennison, Ohio, April 17, 2022
Eleanor Lamb, BS ’43, Morgantown, W.Va., May 29, 2022
Larry Dougherty, MA ’69, St. Clairsville, Ohio, April 3, 2022
Elsie Marie (Harrison) Fox, BS ’70, Bellaire, Ohio, April 4, 2022.
Lloyd H. Bowers, BS ’64, Upper Tract, W.Va., July 6, 2022.
Thomas A. Rini, Aug. 4, 2022.
Matthew E. Bieniek, JD ’88, Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 3, 2022.
Betsy Beardsley, BS ’62, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., March 17, 2022.
Jerry W. Johnson, ’66, Morgantown, W.Va., Aug. 2, 2022.

FRANK CIGNETTI DIES AT 84
Frank Cignetti Sr., a beloved player and coach of 50 years at IUP, Leechburg, 
Pitt and WVU, passed away at the age of 84. Hired as WVU’s offensive 
coordinator in 1970, in 1975 he was named the Mountaineers’ head coach, 
replacing Bobby Bowden. Cignetti stepped down as West Virginia’s coach in 
1979. He was a 2013 inductee in the College Football Hall of Fame and left a 
strong football legacy.
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The Last Word: 
Meet Jorge Atiles,  
dean of WVU Extension
Qs by TARA CURTIS

Dean Jorge Atiles celebrated his two-year anniversary with 
WVU Extension this summer. Over the last few years, he has 
spent a lot of time listening and learning. Although he has 
worked with Cooperative Extension programs for 23 years 
(he previously served as a state housing specialist 
and program leader and associate dean for 
Extension at both Oklahoma State University 
and the University of Georgia), he quickly 
realized that a vast number of programs and 
West Virginia’s geographic terrain make 
WVU Extension’s opportunities  
and challenges unique.

You were raised in the 
Dominican Republic.  
How is that area  
similar to West 
Virginia?
The people of West 
Virginia are warm, 

friendly and proud, very 
much like Dominicans. Both 
places have an abundance of 
opportunity with beautiful 
resources and landscapes and 
people who work hard. They 
also have similar challenges 
such as terrain, infrastructure, 
digital access and healthcare. 

You are very passionate 
about the work of WVU 
Extension. Why is it  
so important?
WVU Extension has such a 
critical role to play in our com-
munities. With information  
gathered from our recent 
research and insights from 
stakeholders, we have a roadmap 
that will allow us to deliver the 
knowledge, educational programs 
and research from our land-grant 
university that our people and com-
munities need to thrive. I want these 
valuable and transformational programs
to be used by all West Virginians. 

 

Scan here to read more of 
the Q&A online, or visit 
magazine.wvu.edu.

If you like to garden, we have experts for that. If you have 
a child who is interested in hands-on STEM activities, our 
agents and specialists bring those programs into classrooms 
and camps around the state. Our health experts are providing 

critical education on issues like diabetes and giving 
people tools they can immediately use at home.

We meet people where they are. We provide 
knowledge and research that is helpful and we 
do that through people who live and work in 
these communities. People know and trust us 
because of that, so we play a huge role. 

What do you see for the future  
of WVU Extension?

First, we want to continue to develop 
strong partnerships that align with 

statewide programs that West 
Virginians need. From our 

conversations with community 
leaders, our needs-assessment 
survey and other interactions, 
we have already taken that 
first step in gaining a better 
understanding of what our 
communities need.

We also need to fine-tune our 
delivery of these programs 
– how do we get these
great resources to West
Virginians? What kinds of

outcomes are we seeing?
Outcomes are really important

to me and to the work we do.
We need to know that what we 

are doing is working so that we can 
devote the appropriate resources 

to expand those efforts. 

At the end of the day I want to ensure 
that all West Virginians – of all back-
grounds, ages and interests – have an 
opportunity to be a part of an Extension 
program that helps improve their lives 
and livelihoods. Innovation and creativity 
will drive our ability to do that. If we can 
achieve this goal, we have truly met the 
mission of a land-grant university. 
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Produced by West Virginia Public Broadcasting and 
distributed by NPR Music, Mountain Stage has been
the home of live music on public radio since 1983.

Telling West Virginia's Story Online at wvpublic.org

http://www.wvpublic.org
http://www.magazine.wvu.edu
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